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Into the Deep

Defending the
Fatherless

SENIOR HALEY
ADAMS COMMITS TO
D1 SCHOOL FOR
DIVING

CCA INCREASES
SUPPORT OF
CHILDREN’S HOME

A New Season
CCA REFLECTS ON ITS
BLESSINGS AND
LOOKS AHEAD TO A
BRIGHT FUTURE

Happiness that
Multiplies
FOCUSING ON GOD’S
GIFT, HIS SON, FUELS OUR
FAITHFULNESS

THE EAGLE
Into the Deep
Written by Elle Di ell, editor; photos provided by
Haley Adams

Christ’s Church Academy is proud of its
athletic program, and many students have
the opportunity to participate. However,
participation is only the beginning, and
striving to be and perform the best is the
true indicator of an authentic athlete.
Dedicated, determined, and devoted, CCA
senior Haley Adams is the embodiment of
such an athlete. Haley has earned the
opportunity to compete at the Division One
level next year as she begins her college
career at Liberty University in the
upcoming Fall semester.
Only a four year diver, Haley made monumental steps in her athleticism since she first began
diving. Her experience as a gymnast certainly contributes to her ability to compete in such a
difficult, nuanced sport. Her strenuous practice schedule speaks
volumes that her favorite dive is a back twister, a strenuous feat to
“The whole
accomplish. Haley thoroughly enjoys not only the competition against
time, my goal
other schools, but advancing as an individual athlete. “The whole time,
was to dive in
my goal was to dive in college,” Haley professes, “so that was driving
me. I’ve always liked tumbling and flipping in gymnastics, so it was
college.”
an easy transition.” Believing that her athletic prowess does not end in
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gymnastics, Haley continues her efforts as an athlete and an
individual through diving. She has entrusted her future in
Liberty University, and when asked why, she expresses, “I
like the people, I like the team, and I also think that being at
a Christian school is going to keep me grounded. The things
Liberty can offer will position me well.” It would not be a
stretch to say that the content of Haley’s character is not
primarily found in her athletic abilities, but her heart to stay
established in her Christian faith she holds dearly. Haley has
found her community in Liberty’s Swim and Dive Team, full
of incredible people that care about growing together, an
environment that Haley immensely values.

Defending the Fatherless - Isaiah 117 House
Written by Elle Di ell, editor; photo by CCA media

One of the greatest acts of obedience in
following the ministry of Jesus is helping
those who cannot help themselves. That is
exactly the goal of Isaiah 117 House, a
nonprofit organization found throughout
Tennessee, Indiana, Florida, Virginia, Texas
and Georgia. Providing “physical and
emotional support in a safe and loving
home for children awaiting foster care
placement,” Isaiah 117 House’s vision is to
not only provide children with what they
need for survival, but to lavishly offer gifts
to the children. Bubble baths, new clothes,
lush blankets, and so much more are always

offered to the children that come through
the home. With nowhere else to go, the
Isaiah 117 House is one of the last lines of
defense for the children before
homelessness.
A ministry certainly worthy of attention,
Isaiah 117 House was brought to the
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attention of CCA’s National Honors Society
by senior Georgia Dougherty, who has
worked with the home in the past. She
explains, “The mission of the home is to
love on kids on their worst day. Because of
Isaiah 117 House, kids will be able to go to
a home where they will be loved and cared
for while they wait for a long term foster
placement family.” On Giving Tuesday,

November 30, the CCA student body wore
red in support of the home’s ministry, and
all the proceeds from the dress down day
were gifted to Isaiah 117 House. As Christ’s
Church Academy increases its support of
this ministry, the school and the home will
bless one another in service, love, and
friendship.

A New Season - looking ahead in worship
Written by Elle Di ell, editor; photo by Elle Di ell

Our school has so much to be
thankful for, from academics to athletics to
extracurriculars. As October and November
close Christ Church Academy’s fall sports,
our school looks forward to all the winter
season has to offer. Already, our varsity
soccer teams are excelling in skill and
sportsmanship, and our basketball teams
have hit the ground running. Our fine arts
programs have thrown themselves into
service projects and rehearsals in
preparation for all the holiday season
brings. As students prepare for the quicklyapproaching midterms, CCA thrives off of
the hard work by teachers and students
alike, growing together in knowledge and
wisdom.

A passage of the Bible that has
recently been on my heart is Ezra 3:10-13,
which expresses the pure joy and adulation
of the Israelites to the Lord during the
building of the temple in Jerusalem. Isaiah
says,“When the builders laid the foundation
of the temple of the Lord, the priests stood
in their apparel with trumpets, and the
Levites, the sons of Asaph, with cymbals, to
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praise the Lord, according to the ordinance
of David king of Israel. And they sang
responsively, praising and giving thanks to
the Lord: ‘For He is good, for His mercy
endures forever toward Israel.’ Then all the
people shouted with a great shout, when
they praised the Lord, because the
foundation of the house of the Lord was
laid. But many of the priests and Levites
and heads of the fathers’ houses, old men
who had seen the first temple, wept with a
loud voice when the foundation of this
temple was laid before their eyes. Yet
many shouted aloud for joy, so that the
people could not discern the noise of the
shout of joy from the noise of the weeping
of the people, for the people shouted with a
loud shout, and the sound was heard afar
off.” Hearts overflowing with passionate
thanksgiving for what God had provided for
them, the children of Israel could not help
but to praise God with all that they had
through music and weeping.
The Israelites had gone through
many trials in the past generations: slavery,
wandering the wilderness, persecution, and
much more. However, all those hard times
in their history dissipated into a distant
memory when the joy of building the
temple took over; it was more than a
building. This temple represented a home
for the Israelites where they could grow and
thrive; it represented a place of worship for
all who came; and most importantly, it
represented a dwelling place for the God of
the universe, where His presence could be
among His chosen people.
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Today, the Christian faith does not
have a common temple in which all
Christians worship. Riddled with disunity
and disagreements, oftentimes it does not
seem like the Christian faith is united at all;
but there is one thing that can unite, one
thing in which Christians can place their
faith. Throughout history, the Bible has
endured. Its doctrine still stands even when
others try to twist it to their own means,
even when others attempt to destroy it,
even when the world questions its Truth
and message. Although Christians do not
have a common, singular place to worship,
we have a common written testament of
God’s promises and love towards all His
creation. We have a reason to worship.
Whether it be through academics, athletics,
fine arts, or service, worship exists because
the subject of our worship is a living,
breathing Word sent from God Himself to
us.
As the semester closes, I urge every
student and staff member at CCA to
intentionally find ways to worship for the
remainder of 2021. We have so much more
to be thankful for than the Israelites did:
freedom of religion, a wealthy country, and
the opportunities to attend Christian
schools such as ours. The whole purpose of
the Christianity CCA cultivates is for
students to use it throughout their everyday
lives. Find a way to serve; find a way to
worship. God’s unending promises are still
applicable to His people today, and we have
power to influence our communities for the
gospel; making more disciples, better
disciples.
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Happiness that Multiplies - navigating the
holiday season in gratefulness
Written by Sara Tran, student body vice president

Even before saying grace at Thanksgiving,
many are already hanging up stockings,
decking the halls, and preparing for the
nearing Christmas season. During this
hectic and frantic time, often we lose sight
of the main reason to celebrate, that is, to
rejoice and relish the gratitude of God for
granting us His ultimate gift: the birth of
Jesus, our Savior. The poem “A Visit from
St. Nicholas” (1822) assisted in
popularizing the tradition of exchanging
gifts, and seasonal Christmas shopping
began to assume economic importance.
Sure, the giving of gifts brings about
temporary joy, but this should only be a
small part of the importance we find in
Christmas. You see it every day, someone
disappointed or even upset because they did
not receive the “perfect” gift they had been

expecting. For some odd reason.
Resentment and bitterness are often found
tandem with the holidays, but everyone
should rejoice! We can truly be happy
during Christmas! No matter what may be
happening, we can know that if we have
accepted God’s gift, we are God’s children,
His sons and daughters. Heaven will be our
home one day. Try to look at Christmas
from a new perspective this year. This is the
year to invite Jesus into your spiritual and
physical home, accepting his path and plan
for your life. That is truly the meaning of
“Merry Christmas.” The joy and peace you
will receive will last all year as you look to
God for all your needs to be met, the
difficult times paling in comparison to the
constant source of joy in God’s Holy Spirit.
Jesus is the reason for the season! Rejoice!
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The Gettysburg Address - a rhetorical
analysis
Written by Laura Brown, AP Language and Composition students

With tens of thousands of casualties fresh
on his mind, Abraham Lincoln eloquently
delivers his Gettysburg Address in 1863
with the intention of reaffirming the
confidence he has in America, as well as
simultaneously recognizing the tragic
national loss. In order to accurately convey
the calamitous nature of the grisly battle,
Lincoln hints at national experience and
events, utilizes distinct
antithesis, and consistently
employs repetition. His
work is cut out for him, but
the execution of his succinct
yet influential speech
continues to stir the hearts
and minds of countless
Americans.
Hinting at multiple
historical happenings,
Lincoln harnesses the
emotional appeals of his
heartbroken listeners by
providing an outlet for their
grief: national identity. The President
mentions the idea that “all men are created
equal” in his first sentence, alluding to the
Declaration of Independence written nearly
one hundred years prior. The inalienable
rights granted to the citizens of America in
that document encapsulate nearly all the
country represents. Influenced by
enlightenment ideals of authors and

individual reasoning and thinking, the
people of America intensely value and
cherish these principles of inalienable
rights, transferring this zeal for freedom
into Lincoln’s possession. Further
mentioning the ideals of the American
government, “of the people, by the people,
for the people…”, the President secures the
audience’s trust, as well as the pride in their
role as citizens of the
United States of America.
With the listeners’ trust in
his back pocket, Abraham
Lincoln overtly contests
various concepts involving
the gallant troops and
exaggerates polar ends of
the spectrum. With this, he
displays the magnitude of
the situation and urges his
audience in perseverance
with the victims in mind.
Lincoln’s most common use
of antithesis reveals itself as
the difference between life and death. He
characterizes soldiers as either living or
dead to display his pride in both groups;
those who gave their lives in the infamous
battle and those who survived. He elevates
the status of his troops, contrasting their
brave attributes and the struggle they
endured with the “poor power to add or
detract.” The contrast Lincoln displays
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stresses the sacrifice of the troops by
undermine the audience’s and his own
ability to consecrate the hallowed land,
rendering them helpless and without
control next to their colossal forfeiture of
life. The disparity between these groups
accentuates Lincoln’s emphasis on the
gravity that the situation requires.
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rhetorical devoices to act as the cherry on
top of his densely packed address, subtly
guiding the receptive audience to alter their
anguish into avidity for acquiring an
amalgamated nation.

In Lincoln’s utilization of repetition, he
reiterates certain phrases or terms, adding
nuance to his address, developing and
transforming the significance of his words
as he gracefully proceeds. The President
teeters between the severity with which he
must honor this site and his inability to
provide justice. His early mentions of the
repeated words, “so conceived and so
dedicated,” describe the nature of the
country with pride. As he continues to
report these words, he almost contradicts
the original meaning, declaring they
“cannot dedicate, cannot consecrate, cannot
hallow - this ground” due to the degree of
honor the soldiers deserved. As the
President comes full circle in his
development of this “dedication,” he
presents challenges of commitment to the
cause of the Civil War and confidently
exclaims that the loss of life must be
avenged and vindicated with a mended and
merged nation.
Throughout President Lincoln’s influential
speech, he shifts his tone from one of pain
and mourning into hope and resilience in
preparation from the struggle ahead. He
infuses his listeners with undeniable
confidence, both in their country and leader
by peppering in competently implemented
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